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The collapse of an one hundred year old building in Sheung Wan in 1990 
raised the alert of most people in Hong Kong on the importance of maintenance to 
buildings. The public begins to aware that there are a number of potentially 
dangerous buildings around them which is likely to deteriorate if nobody cares to 
upkeep them. Apart from the technical research in respect of repair of buildings there 
must be some other better policy framework to manage and monitor the conditions of 
ageing buildings in Hong Kong. This report attempt to analyse the problem by 
identifying the important elements around the issue. The main problem areas in 
controlling and improving the conditions of ageing buildings will be highlighted. It 
will then followed by a critical evaluation of proposals put forward by various parties 
against criteria of practicality and their ability to solve the problems identified with a 
view to finding a more acceptable and effective solution to the problem. 
It was found that the amendment of legislations to shift some of the 
responsibilities to the building owners seems to be the most appropriate and effective 
means. This may take the form of an "Investigation Order" made to the owner of a 
building requiring ftirther inspection and/or repair after a preliminary inspection by 
the government. In this way the government can quicken the inspection process and 
utilise some of the private manpower resources. Improvement of public knowledge 
on the issue through education and promotion would be a long term goal which 
should be persued by the government and community groups in order to enhance the 
"health" of buildings in Hong Kong. 
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As the size of most modem city grows, the size of its building stock grows. 
This means that more and more resources should be allocated for the management 
and maintenance of this growing building stock. In Hong Kong, the pace of new 
development has always been faster than urban renewal which involved demolition of 
derelict or dilapidated buildings. Due to other factors to be explained later, the 
management and maintenance of this ageing portion of the building stock has largely 
been ignored. 
According to Property Review 1991 published by the Rating and Valuation 
Department!, the total number of private domestic units was about 752,170 at the end 
of 1990. 286,000 units representing 36 percent of the total have the age of over 
twenty-one years (fig. 1). These units formed the bulk of relatively old buildings 
which are located in main urban areas especially in Wanchai, Sheung Wan, Yau Ma 
Tei，Mong Kok, Tai Kok Tsui and Sham Shui Po2. Conditions of these buildings are 
generally poor due to lack of proper maintenance. Some even deteriorate to a 
dangerous state which pose hazard to the occupants and the public. 
iRating and Valuation Department, Property Review • Government Printer, 
on Febrl^y itmt'"" ^^ � . H o l ^ e，C h i e f Building Surveyor, BOO, during an interview 
2 
FIGURE 1 
ESTIMATED AGE OF RESIDENTIAL FLATS IN PRIVATE SECTOR 
Estimated Age Residential Flats Percentage 
(years) (units) as per total 
r ~ 6 160,005 21.3% 
7 - 11 137,865 18.3% 
12- 16 96,820 12.9% 
17- 21 71,480 9.5% 
over 21 286,000 38.0% 
Total stock at end of 752,170 100% 
1990 
Note: Figure for each age category is the difference in stock for every 5 years, 
going back from 1990. 
Source: Compiled from Property Review, Rating and Valuation Department, various 
issues, 1970 to 1990. 
3 
However, it was not until the end of 1990 the public seemed to aware the 
seriousness of the problem. 
Two Tragic Cases 
On October 8，1990，the rear portion of an 106-year- old building in Sheung 
Wan collapsed without warning. 
A woman was killed in this accident. The building had been suspected of 
being dangerous (which warrant further inspection) by the Building Ordinance Office 
during a planned survey in November 1989. However, due to manpower shortage, the 
building could not wait until the second inspection and collapsed suddenly. 
Just three weeks after the Sheung Wan case, a twenty-five metres long 
concrete canopy over street collapsed over a busy street in Tokwawan. It landed on 
the pedestrian way, many people were trapped under huge concrete lumps. This time 
six people were crushed to death immediately and seven people were seriously 
injured. 
The canopy was later proved to be an illegal structure. However the present 
owner of the canopy claimed that the canopy had been there before he bought the 
building some twelve years ago. 
4 
Problem Defined 
The reasons for building deterioration can be numerous. Technologically it is 
a natural process in which building materials undergone reactions with various 
elements eg. rain, wind, temperature changes, vibration etc. In Hong Kong, timber 
and load bearing brick pre-war buildings had been the most serious problem. 
However, efforts of the Buildings Ordinance Office over the years and in particular 
due to the recent planned survey and tightened procedures, danger in these buildings 
had largely been removed or under close survelliance. 
The problem now lies with those buildings which were built in the early post-
war era. The rapid deterioration of these concrete buildings in less than forty years 
may be due to inferior quality materials, impurities in water content and poor 
workmanship in the original construction. The condition may also be aggravated by 
overloading, weathering in a polluted atmosphere and an almost total neglect of 
maintenance after construction. 
The two cases mentioned above brings out the point that people may just not 
aware of the existence of danger in buildings in which they own or live. The 
problems mentioned can in fact be divided into two. One is the control and 
improvement on the state of buildings, including the building fabric, structure, 
services etc. due to ageing and/or lack of maintenance. The other is related to the 
erection of unauthorised building works, which can happen to buildings of all ages. 
This paper will concentrate on the AGEING problem, which has largely been 





Definitions of Maintenance Management 
British Standard (BS) 3811 : 1964 defines maintenance as : 
�a combination of any actions carried out to retain an item in, or restore it to, 
an acceptable condition.“ 
The actions referred to are those associated with initiation, organisation and 
implementation. There are two processes envisaged: "retaining,,，ie. work carried 
out in anticipation of failure, and "restoring", ie. work carried out after failure^. 
This definition of maintenance is considered good enough for the purpose of this 
paper. 
However, there is no universal definition for "maintenance management". 
"Management" in this context can be the act of organising and planning within 
certain constraints. It can be planning of work within a housing estate, or it can be 
organisation of the actual work on site by a contractor. This paper will focus on the 
management framework at the community level. Environment such as legislatory 
control, social attitudes and resources on maintenance will be the controlling factors. 
Analysis and actions proposed within this framework should aim to improving the 
general maintenance standard of ageing buildings over the territory as a whole. 
3Lee R•，Buildint/ Maintenance Management, Granada 1981. 
6 
Objectives and Scope of the Study 
The objectives of carrying out this study are : 
(a) to identify and explore the environment in which the management of 
maintenance of ageing buildings operates; 
(b) to examine and evaluate current and future policies concerning 
management of maintenance in Hong Kong and 
(c) to propose alternative tactics and recommend suitable short and long 
term strategies on the issue. 
Although general discussion on maintenance of buildings will be made, the scope of 
study will be confined to all private residential buildings in Hong Kong which 
include private housing estates, Chinese tenement buildings and private apartment 
blocks of all sizes and ages. It is because their conditions are worst among all other 
types (such as commercial and industrial) and often poorly managed. Discussions will 
also be made to prevent (or better manage) the ”ageing” process rather than 
concentrating on buildings over a certain age. 
A very important point here is that the scope of maintenance, though is the 
direct result following the planning and construction satge of a building, normally do 
not include factors in the pre-occupancy stage. Environment such as design, quality 
of contractor (new building), building contract etc. involve different legislations and 
parties compared with maintenance and are therefore excluded from this study. Also, 
7 
even the best built building will deteriorate in time if not well looked after, this paper 
will concentrate on the occupancy stage of buildings in which maintenance 
management plays a more important role. 
Methodology 
An initial search of all relevant information, views and articles on this topic 
has been carried out. It would help to identify the factors on this issue including 
seriousness of the problem, legislations, public attitudes, parties involved, resources 
availability and relevant cases in other countries. An analysis of existing 
management framework will follow including a brief look into the procedures of the 
Buildings Ordinance Office and response of the public on existing policies. 
A critical analysis of the current environment will be made with a view to 
identifying any problems. Evaluation of the forthcoming changes and proposed 
strategies will be made with reference to their practicability and capability to solve 
problems. Conclusion will be made based on the findings emerged during all stages 
of the study. 
Literature Review 
Macro vs Micro Views 
Information in this field of study is scant and fragmented especially those 
related to local issues. There is also limited discussion on the management or control 
systems adopted in other countries. Most articles and books were written either on 
repair technology or on maintenance management in a "micro" perspective. 
8 
For example, R. LeeV "Maintenance Management" concentrated on the 
rationales behind the different types of maintenance eg. planned, emergency, 
corrective, preventive etc. Discussions were mainly on how to "manage" actual 
maintenance work such as the use of direct and indirect labour, the use of different 
types of contracts etc. It is the objective of this article to discuss maintenance 
management in the "macro" perspective. Issues such as government policies and 
legislations, public reactions, resources etc. will be discussed. 
U.K. Context 
In Hong Kong, all government properties are maintained by the Property 
Services Branch (PSB) of the Architectural Services Department . In the U.K., the 
Property Services Agency (PSA) takes up similar roles as the PSB. The PSA 
implemented planned inspection every two years to every government properties^. 
This aims to providing data for planning maintenance works and correcting defects 
before they become apparent. Also the practice of employing professional building 
surveyor to inspect and evaluate the repair conditions of buildings before purchase 
are widely accepted by all banks, financial institutions and the general public. 
In addition to this, various local authorities in the U.K. offer grants of various 
types to assist house owners to improve or repair their premises^. In particular, 
"repair grant" may be given to cover a certain percentage of the cost of repair of 
� L e e R.，Building Maintenance Management Granada 1981. 
5—yton T.E., "The Property Services Agency Building Inspection System", Building 
Maintenance KconQinics and Management, Spons, edited by A. Spedding 1987. 
^TRADA, Home Imnrovements and rnnvprdnnc The Construction Press, 1978 
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dwellings at the local authority's discretion. This is paid only if the local authority 
believe that the work could not be carried out without undue hardship to the applicant 
(the owner). The percentage covered ranged from 50 percent to 70 percent of the 
"eligible expense". 
On the other hand, "improvement grants" may be given to provide older 
dwellings (those completed before 1961) with standard amenities like fixed bath or 
shower, hot and cold water supply at sink, etc. The amount granted range from 
GBP3,200 to 3,700. As an alternative, "immediate grant" of GBP700 to 800 will be 
given as of right for provision of standard amenities listed. Others included "special 
grant" given to provide standard amenities to houses in multiple occupations. 
Singapore Context 
In Singapore, the collapse of Hotel New World in March 1986 triggered the 
revision of the new building legislation^. The new Building Control Act imposed a 
duty on owners to carry out periodic inspections of most types of buildings to assess 
their structural conditions. Non-residential public buildings will require an inspection 
every five years, while private apartments and condominiums are to be inspected 
every ten years. Government buildings and privately owned two-storeys residential 
houses are exempted from these requirements. 
In practice, the owner need to appoint a structural engineer to inspect the 
buildings in a prescribed manner. Should they failed to comply with this requirement, 
the government have the power to inspect in stead. 
7Thomas Malcolm, "The System of Mandatory Structural Surveys for Buildings in 
Singapore", HKI$ Jpymal, Vol. 6 Issue No. 1，April 1990，pp. 16-22 
10 
Hong Kong Context 
Few countries in the world have adopted a statutory requirement on building 
owners for periodic structural inspection of the existing building stock like 
Singapore. In fact in Hong Kong the government has taken up most of the inspection 
and monitoring works required to aged buildings. Compared with that in the U.K. 
and Singapore, Hong Kong is far behind in respect of management of maintenance of 
buildings. As far as the government is concerned, neither there is incentives (eg. 
repair and improvement grants) nor legislations (eg. mandatory survey) to motivate 
owners to take more care about their buildings. Reliance and resources has always 
been on the government which, the author believes, is incorrect in principle. The 
owners should have been made responsible for the repair and maintenance of their 
buildings. This is to ensure that they are safe in all respects and hence value or return 
to the owners can be maximised. 
Despite the effort done by the government through the years, the poor 
conditions of many existing old buildings indicate that more have to be done actively 
from the owners part. Government should, as far as possible, assume a surveillance 
and enforcement role. Some of the problems and difficuties may be specific in Hong 
Kong. There are also problems in resources such as financial resources and 
manpower, public lack of knowledge and possibly poor quality of buildings in the 
first place. More importantly, Hong Kong is in lack of a long term management 
framework to bring the ageing building problems under control. The following 
chapters will discuss the issue in different perspectives. 
11 
C H A P T E R III 
EXISTING E N V I R O N M E N T 
This chapter will introduce the existing environment around the issue. An 
analysis will be made to link up all elements so that the readers can comprehend the 
situations more easily. 
The Dangerous Buildings Section. BOO 
Under Section 26，27，27A & 28 of the Buildings Ordinance (Cap. 123) 
(Appendix A), the Building Authority is empowered to deal with dangerous or 
potentially dangerous buildings, dangerous hillsides and defective drainage in private 
buildings. 
Section 26 of the Buildings Ordinance stipulates that: 
"where in the opinion of The Building Authority any building has been 
rendered dangerous or liable to become dangerous by fire,……，the Building 
^^fhority may by order in writing in the prescribed form served on the 丽 er declare 
such building to be dangerous or liable to become dangerous.“ 
In practice, the enforcement is the duty of the Dangerous Buildings (DB) 
Section of the Buildings Ordinance Office (BOO) under the Buildings and Lands 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































BOO which was formed in June 1963 to tackle the problem of dangerous or even 
collapsing buildings systematically and comprehensively. 
Any order made should be addressed to the owner(s) of the premises 
concerned. Staff of the DB Section will search the records kept in the Registrar 
General in order to find out the legal owner(s). Orders served or posted will be 
referred to the Consultancy Services Section (also under the Specialist Division of the 
BOO) for follow up action. If the owner failed to comply before the specified date, 
the Consultancy Services Section will employ the government contractor to carry out 
the work on behalf of the owner. All cost (including a supervision charge) will be 
recovered from the owner under sections 26(3) and 33 of the Buildings Ordinance. 
Every order and notice issued under the Buildings Ordinance in respect of repair is to 
be registered against the land title. 
Apart from the provisions under the Buildings Ordinance, owners of defective 
buildings shall be responsible to the tenants in accordance with the "Repair 
Covenant" of the lease documents. The owner will also be responsible for damage to 
any third person such as visitors, passers-by etc. in negligence in tort. 
The Planned Survey 
Background of the Planned Survey 
Due to resource restriction, the DB Section for a long time was only able to 
deal with emergency situations and complaints and consequently only a very limited 
number of planned surveys were carried out prior to 1989. The problem of defective 
buildings had never been quantified. Then in 1986, a pilot study carried out by the 
DB Section in an area of Sham Shui Po revealed that approximately 20 percent of the 
15 
total number of buildings inspected required remedial measures to be undertaken^. By 
projection it was estimated that as many as twelve thousand buildings in the territory 
at that time were in need of remedial treatment. 
As a result of this pilot study and added resources, the DB Section was able 
to commence the first phase of its "enhanced" planned survey in October, 1989 to 
private buildings in urban areas of Hong Kong, Kowloon and built-up areas of the 
New Territories (village areas excluded). The planned survey was intended to be a 
monitor of conditions of all private buildings in Hong Kong in a five-year cycle, 
starting from 1989. The survey also helps to get a quantified picture of the conditions 
of buildings in Hong Kong and list out priorities in terms of resource allocation. 
Results of Phase One of the Planned Survey 
Phase One of the survey was completed in June 1990 and some 55,000 private 
buildings were inspected externally. The conditions of buildings inspected were 
classified into three categories and the results is listed in fig.4. 
The collapsed building in Sheung Wan belongs to Category 2. This is in this 
category's buildings which required much resource input in terms of detailed 
inspections and subsequent follow up works. Due to the dynamic nature of the 
problem (ie. buildings will continue to deteriorate until positive action is being taken 
to rectify defects emerged), the government had expressed target completion date of 
the full inspection cycle by 19959. 
• 8 A remark given by Mr. J.R. Dobbing, Senior Building Surveyor, DB Section during an interview on February 14, 1992 
^Sing Pao Daily News November 26’ 1991 and confimed by Mr. C.G. Holgate during an interview on February 26, 1992 ^ 
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FIGURE 4 
RESULT OF PHASE ONE OF THE 
PLANNED SURVEY 
BUILDINGS ORDINANCE OFFICE 
No. of Buildings % Remarks 
Category 1 210 0.38 Structurally dangerous, 
immediate action required 
Category 2 16,700 30.36 Suspected to be dangerous, 
further inspection required. 
Category 3 38,090 69.26 Satisfactory condition, not 
likely to require any action 
within five years. 
Total 55,000 100 
Inspected 
Source : Announcement of the result of the Planned Survey, Sing Pao 
Daily News June 12, 1990 
17 
Phase Two of the Planned Survey 
Between June 1990 and June 1991，resources had been put to deal with all 
Category 1 buildings. Appropriate repair orders, closure and demolition orders were 
served (fig. 5). From July, 1991 onwards, emphasis has been placed on Category 2 
post-war buildings that are without any management organizations. This is because 
they are presumed to be deteriorating through lack of care and therefore have to be 
inspected with priority. As at the end of November 1991，a total of 4,087 inspections 
had been conducted, resulting in the service of 2,779 orders (fig. 6). 
Private Sector Organisations 
Consultants 
The involvement of private professional consultants on this issue has been 
minimal and passive up to nowio. The burden has always been on the government. 
Related professionals include building surveyors and structural engineers. Building 
surveyors are trained professionals in inspection, maintenance and alteration to 
buildings. 
Being profit driven, most consultants are not willing to take up maintenance 
work because of their minute, piece meal and fragmented nature. It is also aggravated 
by the fact that the public at large are still not willing to spend money on repair of 
(not to mention to maintain before the defects appear) their premises and therefore 
the level of fees is low. A typical building surveying firm (or section within a larger 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































property consultant) in Hong Kong comprises only less than five s t a f f s Their 
workload fluctuate a lot and business is usually by referral from property 
management companies, lawyers, estate agents etc. 
Building Management Companies 
The importance of property management is, compared with private 
consultants, more and more accepted by the general public. This is because property 
management deals closely with the day-to-day living of occupants eg. cleaning, lift 
and water services, security etc. This trend is particularly obvious as the general 
standards of living improved very much in recent years in Hong Kong. Single blocks 
of buildings especially those older ones are the most problematic. Owners may not 
afford to employ competent and experienced property management companies to 
manage their properties. The situation may be aggravated if there is no resident 
organisations to organise and supervise maintenance works. There are numerous 
cases of non-payment of management fees, non-cooperation in providing access to 
flats for repair and erection of unauthorised structures on external walls^^. It is not 
uncommon to find buildings which are very shaby externally and with dilapidated 
common areas but very well "decorated" within individual flats. Occupants may be 
selfish enough not to pay in the pool which will be used to repair the dilapidated 
portion of common area. 
11 View given by Mr. M.W. Chan, Consultant of Build Force Consultants Ltd. on February i 1 yyJL 
i2view given by Mr. IS . Lai, Executive Director of Mansion Surveyors Ltd. 
21 
Public Attitudes 
Before the occurence of the two accidents mentioned previously, the public 
generally showed apathy towards maintenance and management of their properties. 
In a survey done by the Sham Shui Po District Board in 1987^^ 83.7 percent of the 
sample buildings had no resident organisations. In fact about 60 percent of the 
residents were unwilling to join resident organisations, mainly because they thought 
it was a "waste of time" (30 percent). It is undeniable that most people concern more 
on the interior "decoration" of their flats, leaving the common areas, drainage pipes 
etc. fallen into disrepair. 
However, since the publication of the planned survey results in June, 1990 
and after the occurence of the accidents in October the same year, there has been 
more discussions, debates and consultations etc on this issue at various levels. More 
and more community groups have expressed keen interest in exploring ways to 
improving the "health" of their buildings. Details of views collected in the past two 
years can be found in Appendix B. 
Although most people and community groups have made it clear that they do 
care about the conditions of their building stock, few have put forward a 
"compulsory" system of control such as mandatory maintenance. In fact the 
government has been very cautious in bringing forward the mandatory maintenance 
proposali4 The government knew that it will face considerable resistance if a 
compulsory system is imposed on all property owners in Hong Kong. This issue will 
be discussed in more detail in Chapter V. 
D ^ [ 13Working Gro叩 on Sham Shni Po Private R川Ming Studies； T^^pnrt Sham Shui Po District 
Board Environment Committee and Hong Kong Housing Affairs Association, 1987. 




In accordance with data provided by Mr. C.G. Holgate, Chief Building 
Surveyor, DB Section, the pattern of growth in number of professional grade officers 
from 1989 onward is listed in fig. 7. 
The organisation of the DB Section is shown in fig. 8. In terms of the 
strength of staff, there has been nearly 80 percent growth in two years time. This is 
exceptional and remarkable under the present zero growth policy of the government. 
However, the DB Section is still suffering from a shortage of staff (see Chapter IV). 
Private Sector 
In terms of private consultancy, due to the lack of demand of private sector 
inspection so far, there is no surveying firm which is fully committed to building 
inspection. There are only about 230 qualified building surveyors in Hong Kong and 
75 percent are working in the govemmentis. Of those working in private practices, 
only fourteen of which is working in private surveying firms. Assuming that they all 
contribute ftxlly to undertake building survey, there is a 25 percent increase in 
manpower compared with the existing fifty-four professional staff in the DB section. 
If similar technical and clerical support can be given to those firms as the government 
have，it can bring forward the completion of the Phase Two of the planned survey by 
one year. 
15working Party, HKIS & RICS Joint Building Surveyors Division, Mannower Sti.Hv nf 
Oualified Building Survftyors in Honf> Knng, Nnvpmh^r 1988. 
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FIGURE 7 
GROWTH OF PROFESSIONAL GRADE OFFICERS 
m THE DB SECTION, BOO 
Number of Professional 
Grade Officers 
Before October 1989 31 
October 1989 43 
October 1990 50 
November 1991 54 
Source : Data given by Mr. C.G. Holgate, Chief Building Surveyor, during 












































































































































































































































































































































































































Interrelationship Between Various Elements 
As can be seen from above, government assumed the most of the 
responsibilities, initiatives and action on dangerous buildings in Hong Kong. 
Although the general public seem to aware of the problem, not many owners actually 
go ahead to improve their building condition or response actively to repair orders 
made (see Chapter V). Private conultants who are actively looking for opportunities 
would like to see a compulsory system of building inspection like Singapore. 
Nonetheless the government have great reservations to put forward any aggressive 
means of control for fear of public objection in accused of shifting the burden on 
owners. The following chapters will give an account of the problems and difficulties 
in bringing about solutions to this issue. 
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PROBLEMS INDENTIFIED 
The poor quality of some buildings may be the prime reason for early 
deterioration. However, the problem can only be solved in the pre-occupancy stage 
of buildings which involve different parties and with different environment. During 
the occupancy stage of residential buildings, main parties involved are those 
discussed above : the BOO, owners (or tenants) and private consultants. Summarised 
from the author's observation, interviews with relevant personnel and reports from 
the newspaper and in addition to a paper presented by the Hon. Martin Lee in the 
Building Surveyors Conference 199016，four main problem areas were identified. 
They were deficiencies in the existing legislations, organisational deficiencies 
of the BOO, lack of public knowledge and aweamess and finally shortage of 
manpower resources. These problems do not exist in isolation. For example, the 
existing legislation of requiring detailed inspection by the government have brought 
about a relative shortage of manpower in the government and lack of aweamess of 
the public on this issue through the years. Proposals put forward later should try to 
target individual problem area yet to be evaluated as a whole. 
i^Ue The Hon. Martin, "Consumer Participation in Building Maintenance" in the Buildine Surveyors Conference 1990 (Unpublished). 
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Legislative Deficiencies 
Lack of owners' initiative 
Under the existing legislations, no provision is made to ensure building 
owners to have their buildings inspected and maintained regularly. It is the duty of 
the BOO to inspect and decide which building has reached a state mentioned in S26 
of the Buildings Ordinance which warrant a "repair order" to be issued. It is natural 
to expect most building owners will adopt an attitude of not taking any action until 
required and initiated by the government. However, it should be the primary duty of 
building owners to upkeep their buildings in a satisfactory state. 
The principle should be that the government, in utilising tax-payers' money, 
should spent it in an effective and equitable way. It would seem unfair to the general 
public at large if the government spent too much resources to inspect individual flat 
just to ensure that the flat occupied by the owner (or common areas owned by all 
owners) is free from defect. It would be more unreasonable to inspect rented 
properties since the owner derived benefit (rent) from the property but shift the 
danger to the tenant and responsibility of inspection to the government. An analogy 
is the legislation to require owners of motor vehicles over six years of age to have 
their cars inspected and repaired every year to ensure the safety of the driver, 
passengers and other drivers. The owners have the duty to pay and ensured that their 
cars are inspected and repaired properly. There is no need for the government to 
utilise much resources to inspect every vehicle, instead accredited garages can inspect 
and certify for the government. 
Similarly, there is no reason why the owners should not contribute some 
towards a better living environment of their own (or their tenants). Even if the owner 
is satisfied with the poor states of his flat, persistent deterioration will affect the 
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Stability of adjacent flats. It is therefore reasonable to shift at least some of the 
responsibilities (initiative and financial) to the owner. 
Insufficient Penalty 
The existing legislations have not imposed any penalty on those owners who 
failed to maintain their buildings or allow them to deteriorate to an unsafe condition. 
Even when the owner failed to comply with a "repair order", the Building Authority 
seldom penalise the owner, though there is such provision under S40 of the Buildings 
Ordinance (Appendix C). In case of default of the owner, the BOO usually called 
upon the government contractor to carry out the required work and recover the cost 
from the owner, albeit a modest 20 percent extra will be charged to cover the 
additional administrative cost involved. 
As can be seen in fig. 9，the percentage of compliance by owners has been 
slightly over 50 percent which is far from satisfactory. This not only placed burden of 




The organisation of the BOO and in particular the D.B. Section is typically a 
government bureaucray with clear responsibilities and lines of control. Scope of 
works are divided into districts in accordance with district board boundaries, an 
example is shown in fig. 10. Procedures are clearly laid down in an internally 
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mechanistic and each district is headed by professional surveyors and engineers (fig. 
8). General clerical staff provide typing and filing services within the section in a 
pool. 
The system works quite well in dealing with routine type of jobs with strong 
emphasis on procedures. This is especially relevant as the DB Section has legal 
power conferred by the Buildings Ordinance. Due to a sudden increase of workload 
after the planned survey, the section have little scope to manoeuvre (such as revise 
procedures) in order to cope. The only option available is to increase resources or 
amend legislative requirements. In practice, the routine inspection work load for 
each surveyor is so great that it is often no spare capacity to deal with follow up of 
the planned survey. Of course there is also insufficient incentives for each district to 
work over their capacity. 
The situation is further worsen by the fact that very often technical officers 
have to make search personally for ownership information in the Registrar General's 
Department, which is unable to provide this service to the BOO due to recent upsurge 
in the number of property transactions. 
Inflexibility of Works 
An inflexibility is also observed in carrying out the inspection works. 
Surveyors should exercise their professional skills during inspections. In order to 
maintain the standard of inspection and in particular to record the extent of damage in 
detail in order that a statutory repair order can be compiled, certain "fixed" minimum 
time need to to be allocated to each location. This in fact is also noticeable for all 
professional works in other fields. For example, doctors need to examine and record 
in detail in order to give a more accurate dianogsis and to facilitate future follow up 
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action. This requirement of detail inspection and record greatly impede the speed 
with which a building surveyor could complete the full survey. 
Public Lack of Concern and Awareness 
Characteristics of Occupancy 
Low financial return from old properties 
Naturally, owners of buildings would only willing to spend a maintenance 
cost which is compatible with the income (ie. rent) received from the properties. The 
rent from old buildings is usually so low that the owners just cannot afford the 
relatively higher maintenance cost involved. In accordance with a survey conducted 
on ageing buildings in Mong Kok district。，the average rental value of 77 percent of 
residential units in Mong Kok was only HK$824 in 1988. 
Multiple ownership and mobility 
A peculiar fact in Hong Kong is that most buildings in Hong Kong are multi-
storey buildings and most units are sold and retained by individual owners. Different 
owners have different attitudes towards the standard of maintenance which may 
sometimes be difficult in collecting funds for a major repair work. It will even be 
more difficult if some of the units are letted and the tenants may just have a short-
term interest in the state of the property. As living conditions in most old buildings 
are poor, occupants will tend to move out in order to improve their living conditions 
whenever possible. This prevent the occupants to develop any sense of belongings 
�Yeimg，K.C. & Lau，K.Y., A Report of the Exploratory Study on the Environmental Tssiif^ g 
of Ageing Building in Mnn^ Kok District. Mong Kok District Board, 1988. 
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and responsibility to the management and maintenance of the buildings. A state of 
laisses-faire prevails in many old buildings making them open to all elements of risk 
and dangeri8. 
Lack of Concern and Awareness on Maintenance 
Lack of concern 
This may be the most vital cause of today's problems in old buildings. In 
accordance with a survey carried out in Sham Shui Po^^ an average of about 70 
percent of the respondents did not participate in any activities organized by the 
resident organisations and 60 percent are unwilling to joint resident organisations. 
From the result of this survey, we can see that many people just not paid 
much concern on the maintenance and management of their own buildings. On the 
one hand most of the building owners do not think that they have the obligation and 
responsibility to keep their buildings in a proper condition so as not to endanger the 
safety of the occupants and the public. On the other hand the tenants also do not 
know that they have the contractual rights to enforce the owners to maintain their 
buildings as necessary in return for the rent they give. 
^^Lee, The Hon. Martin, "Consumer Participation in Building Maintenance" in the Building Surveyors Conference 1990 (Unpublished). 
i9Workine Group on Sham Shui Po Private Buildinp Studies Report Sham Shui Po District 
Board Environment Committee and Hong Kong Housing Affairs Association, 1987. 
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Lack of awareness 
Since most building owners are not building professionals, they may not have 
the knowledge on maintenance matters. The occupants may not even know the extent 
of repair conditions of the buildings in which they are living. They may be unable to 
assess whether repair is necessary and to what extent or how much money is 
involved. The result of the earlier survey in Sham Shui Po indicated that most office 
bearers of residents organisations thought that special training in housing 
management works (eg. committee works and regulations, maintenance and related 
ordinances) was needed. 
A person may not know the cause and prescription for a stomach-ache. All he 
need is to be aware of the pain and know the implications of not seeing the doctor. In 
most cases the person will see the doctor in the first instance. Similarly, if the publics' 
knowledge on building condition is improved, they will go and find a building 
surveyor to inspect and diagnose the defects seen, thereby reducing the chance of 
further deterioration. 
Insufficient Manpower 
The BOO not only once admitted that they are in short of staff resources^o. 
Mr. C.H. Leung, Government Building Surveyor, Specialist Division, also wrote in 
an document (unpublished) in November, 1991 on shortage of staff: 
20(a) Anoimcement by The Hon. Edward ST. Ho, Covenor of the LegCo sub-committee of 
Buildings and Lands Policy, Sing Pao Daily News, November 26, 1991 
(b) A remark given by the Director of Buildings and Lands, Mr. Anthony Eason, on 
mandatory maintenance, Sing Pao Daily News, December 28, 1990 
(c) Press conference by Mr. C.G. Holgate and K.S. So, Chief Building Surveyors DB Section, Sing Pao Daily News, October 9，1990 ， 
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"....there are still some 12,600 buildings from the original 16,700 to be 
inspected, which is a long way to go despite BOO's efforts in stepping up the 
action staff constraints continue to be a problem It will however be 
clear to all that BOO cannot deal with these problems alone.“ 
It is expected that without addition of resources dramatically, detail survey of 
all building in Category 2 of the planned survey could not complete until 199521. 
Cases similar to the one in Sheung Wan can re-happen many times before that date 
actually comes. 
The recent promotion campaign on television and distribution of pamphets 
have not ease the burden off the government. In fact it has brought more work load to 
the government as indicated by the increase of telephone complaints to the DB 
Section，fig. 11. However it is glad to learn that the public show more concern on this 
issue which is good as a start towards more effective management maintenance in the 
long term. 
f _ 
















































































































































PROPOSED CHANGES AND EVALUATION 
This chapter will give details of proposals put forward in different periods 
of time. The aim of the proposals should be to complete Phase Two of the 
planned survey as soon as possible. The other requirement is to improve the 
management of maintenance in the long term. Different proposals may have 
different targets. As long as the proposals are not mutually exclusive, they can 
be used side by side to achieve both aims separately. Each of the proposal will 
be evaluated against a set of criteria to see whether they are effective and 
practical or not. Most of the proposals tend to address only some and not all of 
the problem areas. Some of the proposals are complementary to each other 
(such as investigation order and public education) but some of them are 
mutually exclusive (such as mandatory building inspection and investigation 
order). 
Types of Proposals 
Immediate Measures 
Proposals that can be implemented within three months are classified as 
immediate measures. These proposals include priorities setting, redeployment 
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of manpower and public education. These involve administrative changes 
mainly and is therefore can be implemented in a relatively short period of time. 
Medium/Long Term Measures 
These are proposals which are not likely to be formulated and 
implemented within three months. They include imposing more severe penalty 
for non-compliance, mandatory building inspection, investigation order and 
repair grant. All of these proposals need amendment to existing legislations and 
therefore will take a longer time (about one to two years) to implement. 
Evaluation Criteria 
Each of the proposal will be assessed in accordance with its capability to 
solve the problems identified in Chapter IV and its practicability in the Hong 
Kong context. 
Problem Solving Capability 
In terms of problem solving capability, the proposals will be assessed 
against each one of the problem area assuming that the other problems have no 
effect on the implementation. A scoring system will be used to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the proposal in solving individual problem. 
Score: 3 2 1 0 
most effective moderately effective slightly effective no effect 
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Legislative deficiencies 
As discussed in Chapter IV，it is primarily the duty of the owners to take 
care of their buildings. The government should assume a surveillance and 
enforcement role in case the owners failed to upkeep their buildings. Higher 
scores will be given to those proposals which tend to balance out the 
responsibility of the government and the owners. 
Organisational deficiencies 
Any change in office procedures and requirements of the BOO staff to 
improve productivity and/or ease the existing workload will improve the 
organisational efficiency and therefore award higher scores. 
Public concern and awareness 
The characteristics of occupancy is the most difficult situation to change. 
Nevertheless, the implementation of repair grant can help to ease load on low 
financial return from old properties and therefore should be regarded as 
favourable in terms of improving conditions of older buildings. Nearly all 
proposals which tend to balance out the responsibility of the government and 
building owners will raise the concern and awareness of the public and will be 
given higher scores. 
Insufficient manpower 
Manpower here has two meanings. On the one hand each proposal will 
have implication of additional requirement of manpower (both from the 
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government and/or private sector) compared with the status quo. On the other 
hand manpower may mean the availability of the appropriate type of manpower 
to implement the proposal. Each of the proposal has different requirements on 
manpower eg. mandatory building inspection required both a large amount of 
manpower resources and the type should be building surveyor or related 
professional whereas upgrading of public knowledge required a modest increase 
of manpower of various types. An overall rating will be given to reflect the 
practicability of the proposal in manpower terms. The higher the availability 
and/or the lesser of the marginal increase compared with status quo, the more 
favourable will be the proposal and therefore higher scores. 
Practicability 
There are three aspects in terms of practicability : public acceptability, 
financial requirement and time taken for the proposal to be effective. A scoring 
system will also be devised to reflect the practicability. Reference will be made 
to the actual economic and political situations in Hong Kong. 
Score: 3 2 1 0 
Practical Practical but Great barrier Not practical 
with some needed to be 
constraint overcome 
Public acceptability 
All proposed changes would arouse public reaction especially those which 
required amendment to existing legislations. The proposal will be more 
practical if it is likely to be acceptable to the general public or if it is not likely to 
face great objections in the LEGCO. 
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Financial requirement 
Most of the proposals need additional financial resources by the 
government to formulate and implement. It will not be practical if the 
additional financial resources required is too great. This is especially valid as 
the government urged a reduction of operating cost on all departments. The 
proposal will be more practical if it involved a minimal addition of financial 
input by the government and therefore higher scores will be given. 
Time taken to be effective 
Since each proposal will take different length of time in order to be 
effective, a note will be given to indicate whether the result will be achieved in 
the short term, (within six months), medium term (within one to two years), and 
the long term (more than two years). 
List of Proposals 
The following proposals will be considered : 
Prorities setting 
Priorities to be arranged to inspect buildings in accordance with their 
estimated conditions. 
Redeployment of manpower 
Rationalisation of the working procedures etc. within the BOO to release 
professional staff to help the Phase Two inspection. 
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Public Education 
Promotional campaign to improve knowledge and increase awareness of 
the general public on the issue. 
More severe penalty for non-compliance 
The proposal meant to act as a deterrent to owners for more compliance 
with orders made. 
Mandatory building inspection 
This is a compulsory system of building inspection by the owners in 
accordance with the age of buildings. 
Investigation order 
The government will do a preliminary inspection to buildings and require 
the owners to carry out a more detailed inspection and repair if necessary. 
Repair grant 
The government will subsidise improvement and repair to buildings. 
The results of evaluation on each proposal is given in fig. 12. The 























































































































































































































































































Under Phase Two of the planned survey, priority of inspection have been 
given to pre-war buildings as many of these buildings were made of load bearing 
walls, timber floors and roofs which deteriorate rapidly in Hong Kong's climatic 
environment. Post-war buildings without any form of management organisation 
under Category 2 will be inspected next because it is more likely that they 
received insufficient care and attention. Those buildings with some form of 
management organisations or managed by established management companies 
will be dealt with later. 
Evaluation 
As a matter of urgency, the government should complete pre-war 
buildings inspection as quick as possible. It is a logical sequence to inspect those 
buildings without any form of management organisation next because it accord 
roughly with the state of dilapidation of the buildings. Although this proposal 
can be implemented in a short period of time, it will not help in solving the 
legislative, organisational deficiencies and manpower shortage problems and so 
no score is given in respect of problem solving capabilities. With the existing 
resources, this proposal can only be used as an immediate measure as it will not 
shorten the time taken to complete Phase Two of the planned survey. Public 
reaction will not be too unfavourable as it only involves a re-arrangement of 
priorities within the government. However, it may be subjected to pressure from 
the media to quicken the inspection process by other means so a score of two is 
given on public acceptability. Since there is no need to increase financial 
resources, a score of three is given on financial requirement. 
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Redeployment of Manpower 
The Proposal 
According to the former Director of Buildings and Lands Mr. Tony 
Eason, staff could be redeployed from other divisions within the BOO to 
reinforce the DB Sectioni: In addition, by rationalising the work procedures and 
adjusting priorities, the inspection process can be quickened. However, under 
the current zero growth policy of the government, large scale secondment of 
professional officers from other government departments seems unlikely. 
Evaluation 
This proposal also have not changed the balance between the government 
and the owners. Therefore no score is given in solving the legislative and public 
awareness problems. In fact it will be very difficult for other government 
departments to agree a secondment of staff to the BOO. Internal transfer of 
staff from within the BOO would seem more feasible and practical. Working 
procedures for technical and clerical support could be rationalised in some 
divisions to help easing administrative loading of surveyors. This may release 
some professional officers to assist the DB Section. Hopefully it could help to 
ease some organisational deficiencies and shortage of manpower in the DB 
Section. These improvements, though minimal, deserve a score of one in solving 
each of the organisation and manpower problems. This proposal do not involve 
added resources and reaction from the public will be similar to the last proposal 
so same score is given on practicability aspects.. 
17A remark given by the then Director of Buildings and Lands, Mr. Anthony Eason, Sing 




This is a long term and fundamental solution to the problem. There is no 
need for government intervention if all building owners pay more attention to 
the maintenance problem. The BOO have started this by issuing posters and 
advertising on televisions conveying the message that it is the owner's 
reponsibility to upkeep their buildingsi^. The Hong Kong Institute of Surveyors 
also published a booklet called "How much do you know about building defects" 
which bring to the attention of building owners on this issue and distribute 
through district offices. 
Promotional Tactics 
This propaganda can only be seen as a start to achieve the objectives of 
public awareness and owners' sense of responsibility on maintenance problems 
in the long term. In a commercialised society like Hong Kong, the approach to 
advertising on this problem should always be demonstrating the likely 
consequences or inconvenience to the owners if their buildings fall into a 
dilapidated state. It is wise to spend more time and money in maintenance 
earlier in order to minimise greater loss or inconvenience later. Emphasis on 
drop in value due to lack of maintenance or prosecution due to collapse hurting 
third party etc. must be publicised. In this context, tightening of the penalty 
imposed under the existing legislation is unavoidable as a deterrent. Education 
18sing Pao Daily News, September 7，1991 
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should also be done through district offices and various levels of local 
community groups. Efforts should be made on educating owners of buildings of 
all ages. Activities like seminars, promotion leaflets, regular visits etc. should be 
organised. 
Evaluation 
This proposal is a long term one which can only be used in addition to 
more positive actions. Through education and promotion, building owners and 
the community as a whole will surely be aware of the problem and their 
responsibilities, though it will take a longer time to achieve. Without the 
support from, say, a tightening of penalty for non-compliance, this proposal is 
and therefore a score of two is given on 
legislative and public awareness aspects. Public education on its own will not 
solve the problem of organisational deficiencies and manpower problems so no 
score is given in these aspects. 
The general public will welcome the increased publication and education 
on this issue so a score of three is given on public acceptability. Of course there 
will be demand for more resources for implementation. Compared with the 
urgency of building inspection, the demand of additional resources for education 
will be more gradual and minimal so a score of two is given on financial 
requirement. 
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More Severe Penalty for Non-Compliance 
The Proposal 
The current practice of using government contractor to carry out works 
for non-compliance simply impose additional burden on the BOO. It is suggested 
that the BOO should prosecute owners for non-compliance in stead of carrying 
out the work for the owner. This method has already proved useful in enforcing 
owners to remove unauthorised building works^^. Any owner who do not comply 
with an order to remove unauthorised building works will be prosecuted. 
Maximum penalty will be a fine of HK$50,000 and one year imprisonment. 
Additional fines of HK$5,000 per day will be charged against each day of non-
compliance. This method have achieved 95-97 percent compliance for dealing 
with unauthorised building works��. 
Evaluation 
On the face of it, it seems that it is fair for the owners to pay more for 
non-compliance. However, special consideration and leave have been given by 
the high court in order to exercise the present penalty system in dealing with 
unauthorised building works. Also there will be an increase in administrative 
cost on the government to take the owners in default to litigation. It 
nevertheless balance out the burden of responsibility and also it will raise the 
alert of more people, especially the building owners on this issue so a score of 
19sing Pao Daily News, April 4，1991 
20a remark given by Mr. H.K. Chung, Chief Building Surveyor, BOO during an interview 
on January 17，1992. 
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two is given on these aspects. It would not help positively to quicken the 
inspection process in manpower terms or improve the organisational efficiency 
so no score is given on these aspects. 
Added resources must be allocated to administer this proposal especially 
on litigation and handling appeals but experience from administration of 
unauthorised building works indicate it will not be too great so a score of two is 
given on financial requirement. Although the proposal will affect only those in 
default of repair orders made, some building owners may think it will be too 
harsh for them. A score of two on public acceptability is considered reasonable. 
Mandatory Building Inspection 
Background 
Although Singapore has just implemented a system of mandatory 
inspection, the idea in fact is not new in Hong Kong. Some building services 
systems eg. lifts and escalators, fire services systems etc. required periodic 
inspections by law2i. Way back in 1987, the then Secretary for Buildings and 
Lands Mr. G. Barnes put forward a system of mandatory maintenance to 
building for discussion. Unfortunately, due to objections from the general 
public, which was not surprising, the suggestion had never developed further. It 
was not until the Sheung Wan case in 1990 that former Legislative Councillor 
the Hon. H.K. Cheng once again urged to pass legislations requiring owners to 
employ professionals to inspect and maintain their building periodically22. 
2lLifts and Escalators (Safety) Ordinance 1982 & Code of Practice for Minimum Fire 
Service Installations and Equipment 1990 
22sing Pao Daily News, October 15，1990 
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The Proposal 
The proposal was similar to the system used in Singapore. Owners of 
buildings over the age of, say, ten years may be required to employ competent 
professionals to have their buildings inspected and submit a report to the BOO. 
The report may contain recommendations to the owner concerning necessary 
preventive measures. All defects found should have already remedied after the 
inspection but before the submission of the report. 
It was also suggested that, as an alternative to the above, the Building 
Authority could be empowered to require owners of buildings over, say ten years 
to produce certificate by competent professionals to certify the structural safety 
of their buildings. Under S21 of the Buildings Ordinance, every new building on 
completion will be issued an Occupation Permit before the building can be 
occupied. Occupation permits which required renewal after a certain period (say 
twenty years and five-yearly thereafter), gives the Building Authority an 
opportunity to check the conditions of the buildings. Owners may be required to 
carry out necessary repairs before the occupation permit is renewed. 
Evaluation 
The proposal does serves to promote the owners' initiatives (or forced by 
legislations) in taking more care about their buildings. However, the burden will 
now be totally on the owners so no score is given on legislative aspect. It will 
relief most of the staff resources problems of the government on inspection but 
due to the volume of buildings that should be inspected at any one time (yearly 
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output of private domestic units is in the region of thirty-five thousand to forty-
two thousand), even with the utilisation of all private sector resources is not 
likely to cope. It will also affect the existing workload of those professional in 
other fields say, new building works. A dilemma will be that those surveyors 
working in the government will leave overnight to set up private practices to 
capture this new market ！ No score is therefore given in dealing with manpower 
problem as it only shifts the manpower shortage to the private sector. 
Nevetheless the building owners (not necessarily the general public) will 
sure to be aware of the problem of maintenance so a score of two is given to 
public awareness aspect. Under mandatory certification the government will 
function passively with duties of collection and vetting the certificates alone. 
Although the former Director of Buildings and Lands, Mr. Anthony Eason had 
expressed that he would rather like to see his staff concentrating on "building" 
inspections than on inspection of "certificates"?�，due to release of the burden the 
likely drastic change in procedures, the existing problem of organisational 
deficiencies is likely to be gone so a score of three is given on organisation 
aspect. 
Unlike building services systems which, by nature, would need frequent 
maintenance anyway, a system of certification of buildings will penalise those 
building owners who keep their buildings in a satisfactory state. Every owner of 
every old building has to produce certificate regardless of the building condition. 
K seems that it is not a justifiable way to achieve the aim. It nonetheless will be 
effective in a relatively short period of time as inspection becomes a statutory 
requirement. 
23sing Pao Daily News, October 29,1990 
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The proposal undoubtly will also face severe resistance from the public as 
it will shift all the responsibilities to them. This point can be decisive as the 
number of directly elected LEGCO member has increased and bills of this kind 
will not be easily passed in the LEGCO. No score is therefore given on public 
acceptability. No additional financial requirement is anticipated and in fact the 




Originated from the current procedures on inspection of dangerous 
slopes undertaken by the DB Section, the proposal to issue 'Investigation 
Orders，may be a more feasible option. This is an inspection and enforcement 
system whereby the BOO will carry out "routine" inspections to buildings in 
Hong Kong. Surveyors need not examine nor record the dilapidation in detail 
because there is no need to prepare for a repair order. All they need to do is to 
establish (or satisfied) that the building is "suspicious" of danger preliminarily 
which warrant further inspections and advice by qualified professionals to be 
employed by the owner. 
The consultant employed need to inspect, recommend remedial 
proposals, supervise the work and finally report completion of works to the 
BOO. Should the owner failed to appoint qualified professional to follow up the 
investigation order, the government will appoint a qualified professional in 
private practice to inspect and demand the cost from the owner subsequently. 
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Evaluation 
There are some obvious advantages of the scheme. Firstly the building 
will be preliminarily inspected by the BOO before issue of investigation order so 
owners of buildings which conditions are good will not be penalised. Technically 
it will be possible for surveyors to estimate the seriousness of the condition 
without a detailed examination. Secondly it can relief (not totally solve) the 
BOO's pressure on the organisation in terms of time and manpower to carry out 
full and detail investigation for the owner. Scores of two are therefore given to 
organisation and manpower aspects. 
Thirdly there is no need to follow up on works such as employment of 
government term contractor, supervise the work etc. Staff from the Consultancy 
Services Section could then be deployed to help the DB Section. However 
ultimate demand of the cost of carrying out the work from non-complying 
owners still need to be done. 
Overall it is a more fair and practical proposal to tackle the problem. 
Both the government and the owners share some responsibilities in up keeping 
the standard of the building stock. Since the building owners will take up some 
of the burden, at least the building owners will become more aware of the 
problem. Scores of three and two are therfore given on legislative and public 
awareness aspects. 
Objections from the building owners is likely but as most people would 
like to see an improvement of the general building conditions and elimination of 
tragic accidents, response from the public in general will be favourable so a 
score of two is appropriate on public acceptability. It is anticipated some of the 
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professionals can be released from detailed inspection for administration of the 
investigation order, no additional financial resources is required. A score of 
three is therefore given on financial requirement. 
However, the system is not without fault. The system rely on the skills of 
the surveyor to assess whether the building need further inspection or not. 
Owners will complaint if the building is later found by the consultant to be in 
satisfactory conditions. Therefore considerations should be given to re-pay 
consultant fees by the government to the owner. Also the scheme need to be 
exercise in parallel with a more stringent penalty for non-compliance. 
It has been estimated by the author that the inspection process can be 
quickened by at least 75 percent. That means that the government is likely to 
complete preliminary inspection and serve appropriate investigation orders to all 
buildings in Category 2 within one year (originally four years is needed). 
Compared with the existing strength of fifty-four staff in the DB section, two 
hundred private consultants will be needed to complete the survey within a year. 
At present there are 917 "Authorised Person"24 (AP) registered in Hong Kong 
who could help to alleviate the problem. It is not unreasonable to assume that if 
half of the APs are willing to work half-time on inspection, the target of 
completion in one year can be achieved. After the completion of the Phase Two 
of the planned survey, private sector consultants can still contribute to help 
monitoring conditions of ageing buildings in the long term. 
24Buildings Ordinance Office, Buildings Control in Honp Konp Government Printer, 





It is undeniable that maintenance can be a social problem. As mentioned 
in Chapter IV，return from old properties is so low that it will be impractical to 
enforce any repair work. The government may consider offering repair grant (as 
in the U.K.) to those unaffordable owners or just as an incentive for owners to 
repair their buildings. 
Evaluation 
This proposal would be unfair for non-house owners and for owners of 
relatively new buildings as the government utilise tax-payers' money to subsidise 
those building owners. With recent budget constraint to save for the new airport 
project，there will not be any financial resources available, not to mention the 
endless loopholes in cheating. However the proposal is likely to improve the 
standards of existing buildings in medium term. Being an inequitable allocation 
of resources in favour of the house owners, it is likely to face tremedous 
objections from the general public. No score is therefore given in any of the 
practicability and capability to solve problems except public awareness. The 
proposal will nevertheless arouse interest and awareness or perhaps over-
reaction from the general public (if actually implemented) and a score of two is 
given on public awareness aspect. 
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Overall Assessment 
Short Term Measures 
As can be seen in Fig. 12，all of the short term measures scored relatively 
low. Improvement of public education on this issue seems to be the most logical 
and correct direction in the long term for the government. The other two 
proposals are just rationalisation of workload within the BOO with minimal 
addition of resources and therefore could be implemented right away. Since 
these measures, albeit with a relatively low total scores, will not affect the 
implementation of long term measures, they could be used together with other 
proposals at the same time. 
Medium/Long Term Measures 
With the highest total scores amongst all the other proposals, it seem that 
the issue of investigation order to the owners should replace the existing repair 
order in order to balance the role and ease some burden off the government. 
This should accord first priority in formulation and implementation. Although 
imposing a more severe penalty for non-compliance scored moderately on its 
own, it should be implemented for more effective enforcement of the order. 
Mandatory building inspection can be an effective means to control and 
monitor conditions of ageing buildings, like in Singapore. However, the 
constraint in manpower resources and public reaction seems unsurmontable at 
the present monment and is therefore not recommended. Repair grant is also 
suitable for a welfare society like the U.K. but since Hong Kong has long been a 
highly capitalised and commercialised society without much social benefit, the 





So far we have discussed the environment around the issue of 
maintenance management of ageing buildings in Hong Kong and the problems 
associated with it. The government has long been taken up all the burden in 
upkeeping the conditions of old buildings. This has been done in quite a low 
profile for the past thirty years but problem seemed to emerge during the past 
two years following repeated collapse accidents. The Dangerous Buildings 
Section of the Buildings Ordinance Office shouldered all the inspection, 
enforcement and promotional duties in respect of safety in all private buildings 
in Hong Kong. Inadequate manpower resources has been apparent compared to 
the size of the problem on which the BOO openly admitted. 
The private sector has been passive on this issue and the general public 
showed apathy and lack of knowledge on maintaining their properties. It is clear 
that some kind of actions have to be taken to ease the burden on the government 
and get the ageing building problem under control by utilising private resources 
and by sharing some of the responsibilities with the building owners. 
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Problems And Changes 
Problems mentioned can be classified into legislative and organisational 
deficiencies, lack of public awareness and knowledge on the issue and a shortage 
of manpower within the government to undertaken building inspections. Some 
problems are in fact social problems. For example, the abundance of multi-
storey residential buildings, the low return from ageing rented properties, high 
mobility and apathy of residents etc. all boil down to the present situation we 
now have. 
A critical assessment of environment and various proposals have been 
made though some of them were found to be not practical in the the Hong Kong 
context, for example offer of repair grant to owners on building repairs, due to 
government budget constraint. Some can be implemented immediately without 
added resources such as priorities setting in carrying out inspections. Some 
proposals would need years to achieve its aims such as public education to 
increase awareness and sense of responsiblity for house owners and occupants 
on the importance of maintaining the properties in which they live. What we 
should be looking for is a balanced policy on management of maintenance in 
ageing buildings. A balance in taking responsibilities, a blance in utilisation of 
resources and a balance in overall acceptability to all parties must be obtained 
before the implementation of any proposal. 
Ultimate Snlnfinn 
The Singapore experience on mandatory building inspection gives a good 
reference for Hong Kong, albeit it need modifications to suit local conditions. It 
59 
seems that the idea of issuing "investigation" order in stead of "repair" order 
would be the most feasible, justifiable and effective way of tackling the problem. 
It will not only balance the roles between the private and the government but 
also provide a relatively quick means to complete the planned inspection. 
However，more works need to be done on other aspects, such as 
promotion for a better property management system, a better quality 
management of construction of new buildings and of course an enhanced public 
education on this issue etc. are essential and reccmimeiidable. Not only the 
public should be educated but also the construction industry as a whole. For 
example，improvement of materials and workmanship when the building is being 
built can eliminate the problem ofpre-mature failure. Improvement of designers 
and labour quality can also alleviate the problem in the long term. Investigation 
should also be made to balance the demand and supply of quality professional to 
tackle this long lasting problem. 
Implementation of any policies which try to shift the burden from the 
government to the building owners will undoubtly face considerable resistance 
However, if we do not start now, those relatively "new" buildings will deteriorate 
much faster and will rapidly add on to our "ageing" defective building list 
60 
APPENDICES 
Appendix A Section 26 to 28, Buildings Ordinance (Cap. 123) 
Appendix B Views of Community Groups on the Problem of Building 
Maintenance 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































VIEWS OF COMMUNITY GROUPS ON THE PROBLEM OF 
BUILDING MAINTENANCE 
Results of an opinion survey carried out in August, 1991 by the "On Wing" 
(Sheung Wan) Community Service Centre indicated that the residents were 
anxious about the conditions of their properties^^，90 percent of the persons 
interviewed said that the governemnt should announce the addresses of the 
buildings listed under Category 2 of the planned survey. 50 percent of them said 
that the owners of those Category 2 buildings have the duty to employ 
professionals for a quicker survey. 50 percent even agree on a mandatory system 
of maintenance (30 percent object). Some urged the government to educate and 
encourage owners for periodic inspection of their properties. 
The Hong Kong Union of Democrats spokeperson Mr. W.Y. CHAN also 
urged the government to let owners know the category of the buildings in which 
they belongs26. He said this will raise the alert of those affected owners. The 
example he quoted was Tseun Wan in which over five hundred buildings have 
been listed as Category 2 representing 40 percent of all private buildings in the 
district. 
25sing Pao Daily News, September 19’ 1991 
26sing Pao Daily News, October 31，1990 
I 
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The Sham Shui Po Residents Mutual Aid Group suggested that 
government should use private resources to speed up inspection survey�： 
Promotion and education on building maintenance should be enhanced to 
compensate the lack of legal and constructional knowledge of most building 
owners. A list of "qualified' professionals should be prepared for the ease of the 
owners in requesting for consultants advice. They even suggested that the 
government should set up district private building consultative centres to help 
the general public on maintenace matters. 
The Wan Chai District Board also showed concern of its relatively old 
building stock-^. The board indicated that not only there are many buildings 
older than sixty years within the district but also some buildings which are closed 
and awaiting many years for demolition works. 
^^Sing Pao Daily News, November 13,1990 
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